
 
 

Spring/Summer Collection 2019 
Highlights 

Our new  spring-summer collection 2019,  features some of our main themes  

mostly done in solid fabrics,  enriched with new open-work and fancy fabrics,  made with high 

quality and precious yarns. 

The core of this season’s  collection stands in naturalness and fancy 

Fancy yarns are created by deliberately introducing irregularities or intermittent effects along their 

length. 

  

Naturalness: 

Following our Company tradition, our collection, is  composed by a selection of  “long staple” 

cotton yarns , various in origin and classification , often twisted or twisted/gassed . 

Together with 1/8 linen - white ready to be dyed,  we propose a mélange pure linen yarn with 

which we realize high quality single jersey and piquet mélange in different colors. 

Among the theme naturalness we introduce the new “Eco Recycle” theme, 

that embraces and values creativity, fashion, innovation, and responsibility.  

The theme features the use of colored yarns in recycled pure cotton or in blend with polyester and 

propose a series of different fabrics .as single jersey, piquet and fleeces with various hand and 

performances. 

All the products are fully certified, and provided of paper documentation featuring all the details 

about the manufacturing process , certifications and a special focus on how to label the finished 

products.  

Sustainability is a way of life; recycle to  preserve our precious environment and protect our world 

from extreme exploitation must be the goal. 

The use of artificial fibers as micro-modal and viscose  gives brightness and shiny effects while 

synthetic fibers like polyamide, elastomer and polyester, add performance and texture that would 

be impossible to be achieved with just pure cotton. 

 

Openwork, transparency and mesh fabrics: 

A wide range of  products with various patterns in openwork,  performing different  mesh effects 

reached using experienced textile technique, now introducing also stretched laces with sparkling 

effects.“Lace” patterns are realized using 100% cotton, ,100% Polyamide , in blend between the 

two,  or with elastomeric fibers in addition. 

 

Rippled, crepe, embossed surfaces: 

Among the Collection we present a set of these proposals both plain or fancy, paying attention to 

their weight to preserve the spring/summer feel. 

 

Protection,transpirability,thermal insulation:  

Inside the collection , our patented series “aercor” is enriched and renewed. 

These materials have a sort of internal air bag obtained using a high percentage of natural fiber in 

the knitting process and are produced with a special technique of which we own the patent. 

The results are fabrics  with uncommon features in terms of volume, thermal  insulation and at the 

same time, extreme transpiration. With this season collection we introduce a new proposal 

featuring small patterns, combining high transpiration with the maximum in isolation, and volume 

with incredible lightness . 

 



Continuous Panels with hem and separation : 

In a world in between amongst  the “tricot knitwear” and the circular knitted jersey stands our 

proposal of fabrics  gg.18 and gg. 16, in cotton and mixture both single  and double knit, plain or 

patterned. Refinement and excellence that an expert will appreciate 

 

 

“Performance”: 

 

Our timeless theme gained a great relevance in the last few years,  supporting the world of the 

“garment-dyed” with our fashionable cottons , simple or blended. 

Delocalization of our industrial districts has saved the “garment-dyed”  field . It’s really hard and 

extremely complicated to manage this process without the correct and adequate level of 

experience .For this reason we keep on pushing and increasing our offer among this proposal 

 

“Thin” 

 

Summer is the season more suitable to light fabrics and .our “Thin” theme develops several 

proposals :fabrics in gg.40, basic single jersey and fleeces, stretched , all of them offering and 

excellent cover-up and consistency with exiguous weight. 

 

                     

                                Now let’s have a look at our main themes: 
                    

 

EXCLUSIVE: Elegance and Value 

 
 6354 light ottoman                                6406 openwork-twisted cotton     
                           
 

 
 

                                        

 

                               FREEDOM: the beauty of freedom…    

 
 
6387 aercor with pattern 
spaced and transpirant                                         6441 linen melange                                                                 

 

 

                                             
                                   

 

 

 

                           FANCY: Design and colour... 
 
 
6438 open-work double jacquard                             

      
      6328-  operato per         

trasporto                                                                                                       
Cotone 100%                                                            

 

 

                                          
6417 piquet cangiante                   
 
 
 



                                               PERFORMANCE: The “ready to dye” 

 

 

 
5831- cotton voile 80/2                                           6417 piquet color-   

changing 

The “ready to dye “ division is supported by more than 50 fabrics sell in “stock  

service”, which are present in every collections  but every season enriched by 

new proposals. 

Most of our cotton fabrics belonging to the other collection themes may be 

used for this purpose too. 

  
 
 

                                                        THIN: the thinnest…. 
The products made out of very thin yarns by very thin knitting  needles,  offer an  

excellent cover up and consistency with exiguous weights. Belonging to this 

series are fabrics stretched or not, made out of natural  fibers so far as synthetic 

and artificial fibers. The versatile “Thin” series includes cottons, viscose, 

micromodal, polyammide and polyester ,which can easily find their applications 

within underwear, shapewear, performance/technical sportswear and   fashion 

garments. 

 

 

                                     DENIM  - INDIGO :READY TO BLEACH 

 

AAA 

 

 
6437double+hem                                
Denim effect 
solid color                                                   
  
                                                           6173 openwork cotton 
                                                                    continous panel                       
                                                                    indigo with hem 
 
 

 

 
 
                        
 
                     ECORICICLO- SAVE THE PLANET- REGENERATED YARN 
 

AAA 

 

 
5463 PIQUET co 100%                    6450 felpinvisibile   co/pl                              
 
 

 

 

 

 


